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Abstract 

This essay is a study of the film and novelization of the story of King Kong from the 

1930’s. The aims of this paper are to analyze ways in which the character Kong 

represents the stereotypical image of the black male that existed in American society in 

1930 by applying theories of masculinity and ethnicity and how they combined make 

Kong a representation of an Other. In order to study the construction of Kong as an 

Other an analysis of the film and a close reading of selected passages of the novelization 

were made in combination with the theories. Masculinity and ethnicity are studied in 

terms of how they create Kong’s otherness, casting him as a metaphor of a black male.  

 The conclusion is that the construction of Kong’s ethnicity and masculinity makes 

him a metaphor of the stereotype of the black male that existed in the American society 

of the 1930s, i.e. an Other. The conclusion is based on how the contrast is portrayed 

between Kong and the main characters, the fact that he is a god of the black natives of 

his island, and how the novelization literally describes Kong as black (and the only 

black character) in the fictional representation of the hegemonic white city New York.  
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Introduction  

One of the most famous fictional characters that ever made it to the silver screen is 

Kong from the 1933 film King Kong, directed and produced by Merian C. Cooper and 

Ernest B. Schoedsack. The film follows an American motion picture expedition that 

travels to a mysterious island, which is believed to be uninhabited. To the expedition’s 

surprise the island is not only inhabited but also ruled by a gigantic ape, Kong, who is 

worshipped by the natives as a god. Kong is captured by the expedition and brought to 

civilization, New York, where he is later killed. Over the years several novels, comic 

books and new film versions of King Kong have been made, indicating that the story 

about the prehistoric gorilla has become a modern icon. The original novelization was 

written by Delos W. Lovelace who based the novelization on the screenplay for the 

film, which was credited to Ruth Rose and James Creelman (Cotta Vaz xii).  

In my copy of the King Kong novelization from 2005 there is an introduction written by 

Greg Bear who states that Kong is “black”; that is to say a black man (Bear xxvi). Reading 

Bear’s statement made me note the fact that the original film and novelization King Kong was 

released in the early 1930’s, a time when the US was still a racially segregated country. This 

was a time, according to Bear, when “black human males were still being lynched for so 

much as looking at white women” (xxvii)
1
. Furthermore, Bear is not the only one who states 

that Kong is black. In the article “The Empire State Building, Working-Class Masculinity, 

and King Kong” Merrill Schleier writes that Kong has been “variously interpreted as a 

                                                        
1
 It is important to point out that Kong’s ethnicity is not of the same importance in today’s society as it was 

during the Segregation in America during the 1930s. This can for instance be seen in the remakes of the film 

from 1976
1
 and 2005 where Ann is to some extent capable of understanding as well as communicating with 

Kong; she even develops feelings for him. Therefore it would be of interest for future studies of King Kong to 

analyse how Kong’s ethnicity has been altered through the different film versions over the years.  This is an 

important comparison but unfortunately there was not enough space in this essay to do a comparison between the 

films and deal with these questions. 

For more information about the representations of masculinity in the American film of the seventies see: 

Mellen, Joan. Big Bad Wolves – Masculinity in American Film. New York: Pantheon, 1977. Print. 293-345. 

Jeffords, Susan. Hard Bodied – Hollywood Masculinity in the Regan Era. New Brunswick, NJ: U of Rutgers P, 

1994. Print. 
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nightmarish monster, an image of coded blackness, an exotic other . . . and a symbol of 

Depression-era anger” (Schleier, 33). Schleier’s main focus in the article however is about the 

symbolism of the Empire State Building, and the working-class men that had built the 

building in the first place, not on Kong. Kong’s ethnicity and masculinity are only briefly 

mentioned by Costas Constandinides who states that “[t]he torn clothes on the poster and in 

the movie have led to interpretations such as interracial rape, and the sexual desire of the 

black male for the white blond woman as a way of exercising power over whiteness” (127). 

Several sources agree that Kong is a representation of a black male, for example Alan Rice in 

Radical Narratives of the Black Atlantic (2003), and Cynthia Erb in Tracking King Kong: A 

Hollywood Icon in a World Culture (1998). However, none of the sources explains fully how 

or why Kong represents a black male, or the consequences of this. Here is where my study 

will contribute. 

In this paper I argue that there is a strong correlation between the constructions of 

masculinity and ethnicity, and the aim of this paper is to analyse how masculinity and 

ethnicity combined create the character Kong from the 1930’s film and novelization of King 

Kong as an Other. The construction of Kong’s ethnicity and masculinity will also be 

compared to the ideals of masculinity and ethnicity that exited in the American society in the 

1930’s in order to study if he represents a stereotypical black male of that time period. The 

term masculinity will also be put into contrast to the female character of the story, Ann. The 

reason why this contrast will be studied is because of the fact that masculinity is a dualistic 

term: masculinity does not exist without its contrast to femininity. Also, by putting the 

masculinity of the male characters in contrast to the femininity of the female character it will 

be possible to identify what kind of masculinity is represented in the film and novelization of 

King Kong. The reason why both the film and the novelization are used in this analysis is in 

order to get the perspective from two media; the visual aid of the film and the literal aid from 
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the novelization. Combining the two media will also show how loyal the novelization is to the 

final screenplay of the film, making it possible to see whether or not the two mediums 

represent masculinity and ethnicity.  

 In the following section the theories that will be applied on the film King Kong and the 

novelization will be presented; theories of masculinity, ethnicity, and othering, and they will 

be merged and used in combination. The definitions from the theories will be put into the 

context of the film and the novelization, i.e. the American society of the 1930s and used 

during the film analysis and the close reading of selected passages of the novelization.  

In section two the result of the analysis of the film and the close reading of selected passages 

of the novelization through theories masculinity, ethnicity, and otherness will be presented. In 

section three the conclusion will be presented together with a discussion of the result and its 

significance 

Masculinity, Ethnicity and Otherness 

’[T]alking about men seems to be what we want to do’, why bother to introduce 

the muddy concept of ‘masculinities’ at all? (Connell 16) 

The reason for gender studies are, according to R.W. Connell, because talking about “men” is 

not the same thing as talking about “masculinity”. In The Men and the Boys Connell discusses 

how the creation of a group called ‘men’ simultaneously creates a second group, "women’. 

The group of men both distinguishes itself from and has a relationship to the group “women” 

(16). However, people have a tendency to take the correlation between the genders and the 

differences they create in contrast to each other for granted. The terms masculinity and 

femininity are thus used in order to talk “about men’s and women’s involvement in the 

domain of gender” (16), and according to Connell “[w]e need some way of naming conduct 

which is oriented to or shaped by that domain, as distinct from conduct related to other 

patterns in social life” (16). The term masculinity is not only exclusive to a group of men. It 
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can also be applied to women who express masculine behaviour or a masculine identity.  The 

same applies to the term femininity which is applied women as well as to men who display 

feminine behaviour or a feminine identity. Connell argues that gender studies, when it comes 

to using the terms masculinity and femininity, enable us to discuss “the questions of gender 

ambiguity” and “the contradictions in personality” (17). In the context of gender studies, 

Judith Butler writes in her article “Critically queer” about performance and performative 

power. The meaning of performativity is that “[p]erformative acts are forms of authoritative 

speech” (Butler 611). This means that in everyday life people speak, act, and perform actions 

that are exercises of “binding power” (i.e. declaration of ownership, likes and dislikes, 

volunteering, contracts etc.) and that this form of power is used from the moment a baby is 

born and declared, through an act of speech, as a boy or girl. This declaration instantly binds 

the child to act and behave according to his/her gender, and if they do not acquire the 

desirable attributes they will not receive “full recognition” (612). However, Butler points out 

that this kind of binding power depends on the situation and uses the work of a judge as an 

example: “it may appear that the binding power of [the judge’s] words is derived from the 

force of his will or from a prior authority, the opposite is more true: it is through the citation 

of the law that the ‘priority’ of textual authorities is established” (611). With this example 

Butler shows that it is society that has shaped the binding power of performative actions and 

speech acts and it is society that decides when they are binding.  

The power of society in forming gender identities can be seen in Michael Kimmel’s 

article “The Birth of the Self-Made Man”.  He writes that there were “three dominant ideals 

of American manhood available at the turn of the nineteenth century” (137) which 

represented different social classes in American society. One of these three ideals is “the Self-

Made Man” who represented “[a]n old standard rooted in the life of the community and the 

qualities of a man’s character [that] gave way to a new standard based on individual 
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achievements” (138). He had his origin in traditional American society, and thus it was 

logical that “the Self-Made Man at an early stage came to dominate the American definition 

of manhood” (138). In addition he set the standard for what was to become the American 

definition of masculinity: a man that “derives his identity entirely from a man’s activities in 

the public sphere, measured by accumulated wealth and status” (137). Timothy Connelly 

writes in his article “He is as He is – and Always will be: Clark Gable and the Reassertion of 

Hegemonic Masculinity” about a representation of the “position of working-class masculine 

authority” (36), a form of masculinity that was a result of the Self-Made Man’s progress in 

society. For example the character Rhett Butler from the film Gone with the Wind. Rhett’s 

social status grows in proportion to his wealth. Needless to say, the majority of the positive 

examples of a self-made man from this time period are white men. James Penner confirms 

Kimmel and Connelly’s statements in his book Pinks, Pansies, and Punks: The Rhetoric of 

Masculinity in American Literary Culture and writes that “[t]he ideal of masculine toughness 

is personified in the working-class male who performs hard labor and possesses robust 

vitality” (2). At the same time he points out the fact that “a man of the leisure classes is 

considered less manly because he rarely works with his hands and does not perform “’real’ 

labor” (2). Kimmel however points out the fact that the Self-Made Man could as easily as he 

was made become unmade due to the fact that his social status depended on the economy as a 

result of his strong bond with what Kimmel calls the “volatile marketplace” (137), the 

constant changes and liability that exist in the world of business.  

Kimmel also discusses the fact that all the different ideals of American manhood had 

their own relation to the nation, family, and occupation, but one principle they had in common 

was “the manly virtue of courage” (136); men that are willing to go against all odds of 

misfortune, defying death in the name of God and the good cause, are traits that are 

characteristic of the white Self-Made Man. Joan Mellen confirms Kimmel’s argument in her 
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book Big Bad Wolves – Masculinity in the American Film by stating that the American film 

had a tendency to “define the hero solely in terms of his power to endure, to assert himself 

over others, and to survive through exhibitions of raw courage and nerves of steel” (73). 

During the thirties the male hero was often portrayed as strong and successful at the same 

time as the female character was portrayed as weak and dependent on the hero to save her 

from distress. However, this kind of idealization could to some extent be altered depending on 

the genre of the film (38). Mellen also states that women from this time period idealized the 

misogynist man because popular media signalled that “the uncaring, hostile, and sexually 

repressed male who cannot reach out and would never show his feelings is the only man 

worth having” (133). In other words the silent Self-Made Man was the ideal in the eyes of 

society. Famous characters that meet some of these characteristics are Jane Austen’s Mr. 

Darcy, Emily Brontë’s Heathcliff, and Charlotte Brontë’s Mr. Rochester. In the film history 

we have Rudolph Valentino’s characters as the sheik in the films The Sheik (1921), and The 

Son of the Sheik (1926) or Leslie Howard’s character Sir Percy Blakeney from The Scarlet 

Pimpernel (1934). Mellen also brings up the fact that “women are treated like another 

species”, a species that is hard to communicate with, and which the man has to treat with 

gentleness. Evidently it was only in the company of a woman that the man is capable of 

revealing his true masculine confidence and abilities (38). An example of such character is 

Errol Flynn’s Captain Blood in the film Captain Blood from 1935. In that film Captain Blood 

does not only duel a pirate in order to protect the virtue of the girl he loves, Arabella, but also 

fights off an entire Spanish armada in order to show her his true character. Another film with 

such character is Robin Hood (also played by Errol Flynn) in the film The Adventures of 

Robin Hood from 1938. In that film it is only through the presence of Lady Marion we learn 

of Robin Hood’s true intentions behind stealing from the rich is to give the money to the poor.  
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Besides studying the representations of masculinity, and to some extent of femininity, in 

American film history, Mellen also discusses and emphasizes essential shifts in the 

construction of films. For example, in the films of the early thirties violence, and ruthlessness, 

were “endlessly praise[d]” (75) as a result of violence being “the sole prerequisites for 

masculinity” (74). However, when the New Deal initiative was launched in 1933 the 

government tried to exclude violence in films
2
 out of fear that the people in America would 

turn to violence as a solution to the harsh times of the Depression. This resulted in films 

where actors portrayed heroes that laughed a lot, and had a great sense of humour – always 

delivering a joke no matter how severe the situation was (96). However, this too could to 

some extent be altered depending on the genre of the film.  

In addition to stereotypes of masculinity, I will study Kong in terms of ethnicity a 

distinction between the concept of race and ethnicity must be made. In his book Sociology in 

Focus – Race and Ethnicity Mike O’Donnell writes that the term race “has proved 

remarkably unsuccessful as a basis for categorising people and of explaining differences in 

their behaviour” (3). Steven Spencer agrees in his book Race and Ethnicity – Culture, Identity 

and Representation that the term race is indeed problematic to use and points out that the 

meaning behind the term may vary from country to country. Spencer also points out that the 

term race is often connected to people’s understanding and definition of hereditary 

nationality, arguing that “[i]deas of blood quantum are still used to determine identities and 

rights of membership to cultural and national groups” (33). Spencer also defines the term 

ethnicity by stating how:  

                                                        
2
 The American film industry was regulated to exclude violence and sex from within the film industry itself. This 

regulation lasted from the 1930s till the 1950s and is today called the Production Code or the Hays Code 

(Nelmes 42). 
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in the modern era, ethnicity has come to be generally used as a term for collective 

cultural identity (while race categorises ‘them’ from outside, ethnicity is used for 

shared values and beliefs, the self-definition of a group is ‘us’). (Spencer 45)  

Thus the concept of ethnicity is defined as the cultural inheritance, behaviour and identity of a 

person, whereas the term race focuses on the genetic factor and heredity. 

 Ethnicity and gender frequently interact. R.W. Connell discusses the masculinity of the 

black man in his book Masculinities. He writes that “[r]ace relations may also become an 

integral part of the dynamic between masculinities”, emphasizing the fact that there are strong 

correlations between the constructions of masculinity and ethnicity. For example, “[i]n a 

white-supremacist context, black masculinities play symbolic roles for white gender 

constructions” (80).  Connell’s statement corresponds to Kimmel’s who points out that a man 

can indeed be masculine, but according to Connell there are traits that can be considered to be 

the other side of masculinity, i.e. negative traits: violence and the “unmanly ambition of 

conquering the defenceless” (136). These are only a few examples of traits that can make the 

man less “manly”.  

 The negative traits, e.g. violence against the weak, or being unable to resist temptation, 

are some of the classical characteristics of villains.  Because of the race relations in the US of 

the 1930s, these negative traits of masculinity were applied to black men in the American 

society, a group that was constantly demasculinized in society as well as in the film industry. 

An example of such demasculinization is that black men were most of the time referred to as 

“boys” (Connell 138). According to conventions, a man was “independent, self-controlled, 

[and] responsible” (138) and a boy was considered to be “dependent, irresponsible, and 

lack[ing] control” (138). Calling someone “boy” meant that the person was not a man, and if a 

person had not reached the so-called stage of manhood the person was not considered an adult 

(138). Jacqueline Stewart writes in her book Migrating to the Movies about black images in 
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the American film. She points out that one reason why black people were misrepresented in 

the film industry was because the filmmakers were white men (27), and so was the majority 

of the staff working in the film industry of the thirties. This is true also of the person who 

wrote the novelization of King Kong, Delos W. Lovelace.  

 The people of this time were already familiar with a variety of representing the black 

males as negative from the minstrel show’s characters such as Jim Crow or Zip Coon. In short 

the Zip Coon character was “altogether wrong, ultimately a figure of ridicule and laughter” 

(Crockrell 166). Looking at the construction of the minstrel shows it is possible to state that 

the film industry only represented a recognisable characterisation of a black male that already 

existed in the American society. For example, director Griffith used white men painted black 

and had them play Negroes in his film The Birth of a Nation from 1915 (Rogin, 283). The 

Negro was “as bad as they painted him” (283), and just like in the minstrel shows the blacks 

where highly ridiculed. Therefore, during the time of the segregation it was only logical in the 

eyes of the public that black characters were portrayed as less masculine, or feminine, than 

the average white male and female. 

 Frantz Fanon also discusses the issue of the Negroes being demasculinized by bringing 

up the issue with language. In his article “The Negro and Language” he writes the problem of 

the Negroes was their inability to speak properly – They were damned if they did, damned if 

they did not learn the language of their new mother country. If they did learn the language 

they tended to over-compensate the pronunciation and articulation in order to be taken 

seriously (129). Fanon also argues that those who did master the language of the ruler would 

face other complications, for example losing their identity by adapting themselves to the 

master culture (130). As a result the Negro that did not learn the language was looked upon as 

a child – a boy – because he could not communicate properly with his surroundings (134). 

The issue with language can be traced back as far back as to the colonial ages when slaves 
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were taken away from their homes and sold to other countries where another language was 

spoken. The stereotype of a black man who is unable to speak properly was also portrayed in 

films, for example one of the black males who is working on the train in the film Dodge City 

from 1939 is laughed at by the gentlemen when he states that if the trains go any faster he will 

go off and walk because he “does not like this sizzling along”. We also have the black slaves 

that are portrayed in the film Gone with the Wind from 1939 where Sam’s grammar is 

extremely simplified; “I’s the foreman. I’s the one who says when its quittin time on Tara. 

Quittin time!”  

 As I have shown above, using theories of masculinity and ethnicity, the black man was 

constructed as the other of white American society. In her book Colonialism/Postcolonialism 

Ania Loomba discusses the creation of the “Other”, a result of a system the Europeans 

instated the countries they colonized in order to create “normative as well as ‘abnormal’ 

subjects” to govern (52). Hence, different racial stereotypes were created which provided the 

colonists with “ideological justifications for different kinds of exploitation” (113). For 

example how Columbus used to distinguished the native cannibals and Indians by 

characterizations – cannibals were considered “violent and brutish” while the Indians were 

“gentle and civil” (109), but both of them were undoubtedly considered “inferior to the white 

people” (109). Edward W. Said writes in Orientalism that the image and knowledge the 

Europeans had of the Orient was “reinforced by the colonial encounter as well as by the 

widespread interest in the alien and unusual, exploited by the developing sciences of 

ethnology, comparative anatomy, philology and history” (Said 39-40). Thus the Oriental 

became known as “irrational, depraved (fallen) childlike, “different”” and the Europeans 

became their counterpart as “rational, virtuous, mature, “normal”” (40). It was stressed that 

“the Oriental lived in a different but thoroughly organized world of his own, a world with its 

own national, cultural, and epistemological boundaries and principles of internal coherence” 
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(40). Needless to say, the identity of the Orient was not created by the Oriental himself and 

how he conducted himself but rather by how the West identified the Orient for its own 

purpose.  

 Loomba continues her discussion and definition of “the Other” by bringing up the fact 

that during the early colonisation of Africa Europeans set themselves the “task of washing 

black people white” (Loomba 114) due to the fear of “contamination” (115). In other words, 

blackness was seen as a sign of a deprived nature. The “contamination” was, amongst other 

things, explained with science; “that the biological features of each group determined its 

psychological and social attributes”. This way of separating, and categorizing, people can be 

traced back to Linnaeus who according to Loomba “had drawn a distinction between Homo 

sapiens and homo monstrosus” (115). Inevitably, the vary images of the Other created the 

foundation of our modern times stereotypes of the black man/woman as well as of the white 

man/woman.  Thus ideas of gender stereotypes, ethnic characteristics and otherness are linked 

to the societies and historical contexts that produced them. This is also true of the cultural 

context that produced King Kong.  

 During the 1930’s a quarter of the American population was unemployed, which 

resulted in that the films produced heroes out of (white) male characters, creating positive 

stereotypes and an image that “hard work would automatically produce life’s benefits for 

every man” (Mellen 96). The plan was to make the population to strive to make the ideals 

represented in the films their own attributes. According to Mellen, society needed characters 

who “assume[d] the role of [a] stern leader . . . which saves weaker men from their 

mediocrity” (75). That is to say: “heroes who could personally, and without any need to 

organize collectively, make the Depression go away like a bad dream” (73). As a result the 

films of the thirties rarely portrayed one of the true images of the American man; a man 

without a job who stayed at home taking care of the house chores and the children while their 
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wives where out earning a living for the family (96). Ideals were also created for women, 

dictating what was considered ideal beauty, such as fairness and great complexions, playing 

roles as the good wife, or the loving mother.  

 Stereotypes were also produced for the black characters in the film industry.  The Jim 

Crow character and the “coon” became a mainstream representation of the African-American 

male in popular culture. As mentioned in a previous section, Jim Crow was established as a 

stereotype that represented the black slaves that used to work on the southern plantations. He 

was often portrayed with physical characteristics that were exaggerated, e.g. big lips woolly 

hair etc. and he showed “utter lack of urban sophistication” (Crockrell 166). Zip Coon was the 

polar opposite of Jim Crow and dressed in what would be considered high fashion. However, 

something was wrong with the character as he also was portrayed with arms that were 

disproportional and he was not able to speak properly. In the 1930s, it did not take long before 

the coon went from being a cheerful character and “adopted new sinister, violent, and 

dangerous overtones” (Bond 64). The change in the Coon’s characteristics was a result of the 

major changes that took place in society as a result of the industrialization. Consequently, an 

“image of uncontrollable and citified African-American haunted white culture” as the coon 

stole, drank, and chased white women as he “whole-heartedly embraced all of the negative 

aspects of city life that worried respectable America” (Bond 64-65). Thus, the coon 

stereotype, the opposite of a white gentleman, and the Jim Crow stereotype was used on a lot 

of black characters and could be seen in the early days of the American film industry, for 

example in the films Wooing and Wedding of a Coon (1907), Chicken Thief (1911), and The 

Birth of a Nation (1915). Due to the depression the film industry continued to use this black 

male stereotype because it was easy to create a strong contrast between the negative images of 

the Negro against the white male heroes who would make the bad dream of the depression go 

away with their high ideals and strong leadership.  
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Analysis of the Film and Novelization of King Kong 

In this section the film and selected passages of the novelization of King Kong will be 

analysed through the theories of masculinity, ethnicity and otherness presented above. The 

main focus will be on Kong in contrast to the other characters: the natives of the island, the 

white woman Ann, and the white male heroes Carl Denham and Jack Driscoll. The theories 

applied to the film will focus on the external actions of the characters and their dialogues. The 

theories applied to the novelization will focus firstly on how the characters are described in 

the text. Secondly, the theories will be used in order to study how the characters in the novel 

“see” and describe each other’s appearances, actions, and characteristics through their 

dialogues. For example, the words used in order to describe the characters of Kong and Ann 

will be discussed. The main focus of my use of the theories of masculinity, ethnicity and 

otherness is to identify what kinds of ideals are used to represent the characters, and how 

these ideals in turn create Kong as an Other. The combination of the characteristics and the 

descriptions of the characters show how representations of Kong’s masculinity and ethnicity 

relate to those of the other characters, and how this corresponds with Kong being othered. 

Thus, a study of the narration and the dialogues will be used to determine if Kong’s 

“blackness” is explicitly stated in the novel or the film. This is done in order to determine if 

Kong’s blackness is a personal interpretation and conclusion made by the reader/ viewer as a 

result of “reading between the lines” without any legitimate evidence of Kong’s blackness 

ever being literally stated. The scenes that are exemplified in this analysis are portrayed in the 

film as well as in the novelization with only a few words in the dialogues distinguishing the 

two media from each other. However, most of the dialogues that are presented in this analysis 

come from the novelization.  

It is of great importance to point out that the major difference between the film and the 

novelization is the fact that the film provides with visual aid; the viewer sees how Kong 
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emerges from the darkness, as well as the contrast Ann creates in the presence of Kong. While 

reading the novelization the reader is presented with words that describe the scenes and the 

characters. Words such as “beautiful”, “golden”, and “white” are emphasized while 

mentioning Ann, and words such as “dark”, beast”, and “shadows” while mentioning Kong, 

creating the contrast for the reader. This in turn makes it harder to ignore racialized thinking 

when reading, while it may be easier to the untrained eye to miss it while watching the film. 

As mentioned in the previous section there were traits of masculinity during the thirties 

that were considered negative, for example displaying a violent nature or dominating over the 

defenceless. These traits were according to Mellen often used to portray villains as well as 

black men in general (96). In the film and novelization King Kong these negative traits are 

attributed to Kong by the white characters of the novelization, indicating that he is not only 

the villain of the story but also a possible metaphor of a stereotypical black man from the time 

of the segregation in America.  

When it comes to the physical appearance of Kong it seems to be disturbingly 

masculine in the sense that he possesses extreme physical strength as well as power. This 

makes it possible for Kong to defend himself against the dangers of the island and at the same 

time it enables him to dominate Ann. Thus, he conquers someone who is defenceless against 

him (Kimmel 136), which was, as mentioned before, considered to be a negative masculine 

trait. But at the same time the white males of the story use violence it is only in order to 

defend themselves against the hostile black threat. In other words, the violence of the white 

man is made righteous and legitimate.   

Kong displays the strength and masculinity of a full-grown man; he has great physical 

power as well as power of authority. But once he is taken to the civilized world, the violent 

nature of the ape, as well as his impulsive behaviour makes him, to some extent, into a “boy”. 

As he enters the white man’s world he becomes demasculinized as he is stripped of his 
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authority and put into chains for display. In another passage of the novelization Kong’s 

actions are described as “half-adult human” (Lovelace 74), which corresponds with Kimmel’s 

statement about how the black man was demasculinized and unmanly, a result of cause and 

effect as they are not seen as fully mature.  The passage indicates that Kong has not “grown 

up” yet, meaning that Kong is a boy who is capable of being irresponsible, and in lack of 

control, confirming the American stereotype of black people in the thirties (Kimmel 138). 

Another example which emphasizes racialized thinking, both in the film and in the 

novelization, is through how the natives of the island are portrayed. The first native to be 

described in the novelization is a girl who is believed to be the original bride of Kong. She is 

described as “smoothly attractive” and with a “charm” (52), a description which indicates that 

the writers have to some extent used a Western idea of beauty in order to describe a person 

from a foreign culture and ethnicity. The other natives are dressed in what is described as 

grass, feathers, and furs, making them appear as strange and primitive as possible. They are 

uncivilised in contrast to the white crew. When this scene is taking place in the film it is not 

presented with a literal description of the bride and natives. The camera however focuses on 

the girl (bride) who is surrounded by women decorating her with bright flowers, and men 

covered with dramatic facial paintings and barbaric clothing. It is only to some extent that by 

reading the image of the native girl portrayed in the film in combination with how she is 

described in the novelization that conclusions of this sort can be made. The portrayal of the 

girl in the film, covered in flowers, provides the viewer whit a possible assumption of her 

being a bride, which is later confirmed through the dialogues. However, in the novelization 

the author literally states that the girl is indeed a bride, and that her complexion does, to some 

extent, correspond with the Western ideal of beauty. The men are othered by their strange 

barbaric clothing and exposure of naked skin, a portrayal that resembles de description of the 
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natives in the novelization. The fact that the natives use human sacrifice as a part of their 

religion also indicates how “barbaric” their nature is.  

Some of the natives are dressed in suits that make them look like gorillas, resembling 

their god Kong. In many cultures of the world gods resemble, to some extent, the people that 

worship them when it comes to ideal physical appearance, abilities or attributes (Grant 

McQueen 76-77). Hence, it is possible to state that Kong is black as a result of him being 

worshiped by a group of black people. However, due to the fact that the natives wear gorilla 

suits it is just as likely that they instead try to resemble their god; i.e. that the ideal image of a 

man is according to the natives, someone of Kong’s dark and powerful appearance. Another 

detail of great importance is the fact that the natives call Ann a “woman of gold” (56) which 

means that the natives are capable of seeing that Ann is different from to the native women. 

This also indicates that natives consider her to be of a great value, and thus she is, according 

to them, the perfect gift for Kong. Another important detail of this scene is that the natives try 

to buy Ann from the motion picture team by offering them six women in exchange, indicating 

that slavery is a part of the natives’ barbaric culture, something that the Western civilization 

had taken a step away from.  

Another important scene to mention is when Kong is taken away from his own 

environment into the “civilized world”. As if black people have no civilization. This in turn 

can also be tied back to Loomba’s argument that “the Oriental lived in a different but 

thoroughly organized world of his own, a world with its own national, cultural, and 

epistemological boundaries and principles of internal coherence” (Loomba 40) that does not 

coincide with the white society. In the novelization there are no black people described when 

the story takes place in New York. Due to the fact that Kong is not surrounded by any black 

people in his new environment, or by other people with a non-western ethnicity, his blackness 
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becomes more defined as it is put into contrast to only white people. In the novelization it is 

clearly stated how a contrast exist between Kong and the city of New York itself: 

Kong was so high now that his figure seemed smaller than that of a man, and still 

he climbed. A black silhouette against the chalky walls he drew himself from 

ledge to ledge until he rose into the bright flood lights which swept around the 

crest of the building and still he crawled. (153) 

Kimmel discusses a similar scenario in his article, stating that “[a]s long as the black man is 

among his own, he will have no occasion, except in the moment of “being for others . . . not 

only must the black man be black; he must be black in relation to the white man” (232). This 

means that as long as Kong was on the island with the natives his colour was irrelevant, and 

the natives had to act according with Kong’s behaviour due to the fact that he was considered 

to be the ideal. In terms of ethnicity the natives probably did not consider themselves as black 

until the expedition came to the island. This in turn created a contrast that did not exist before 

the crew came to the island, segregating the natives from the expedition. The same thing goes 

for Kong – on the island he is one with the shadows, but once he is in the presence of Ann, 

and enters the city of New York, his blackness is constantly contrasted to the white girl or the 

brightness of the city.  

 When it comes to the contrast between Kong and Ann it is vividly described in several 

passages in the novelization. Kong’s blackness and Ann’s whiteness is emphasized as a result 

of how the characters are constantly put into contrast to each other: 

Behind her she was aware of a closer, deeper shout, and of a shadow. Then, while 

her eyes widened, the Shadow split the black cloak of the precipice and became 

solidly real. Blinking up at the packed wall, its vast mouth roared defiance, its 

black, furred hands drummed a black, furred breast in challenge. . . . Kong jerked 

back a half step and rumbled angrily. His great hand, which had been about to 
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touch the curious golden crest revealed by the torches, withdrew. . . . he was free 

to explore the amazing being who dropped across his arm. Shining hair, petalled 

cheeks, tissue garment, puzzling footgear . . . his fingers discovered endless 

mystery. . . .With a last, intent look at the white countenance beneath his hand, he 

shifted Ann’s form to the crook of one arm and started slowly back into the 

shadows of the precipice.  (Lovelace 73-74) 

In this scene Kong’s blackness is fused together with the shadows before he breaks free and 

reveals himself to Ann. This recalls us back to Constandinides statement of the interpretation 

of “the sexual desire of the black male for the white blond woman” (127). This scene alone 

provides the reader with a clear sense of what is good and what is bad: Kong emerges out of 

the shadow, and darkness in general is associated with something that is unknown as well as 

dangerous and evil, while Ann stands in the light which is associated with the pure, good, and 

innocent. As Kong takes Ann with him into the shadows and the “black concealing 

wilderness” (74) her whiteness becomes even more of as her “bright head” (75) creates a 

contrast between her and Kong. In the film Kong merges with the darkness, and it is only 

through the destruction he causes to the forest that makes him visible. Already in the first 

scene in the film Kong destroys his surroundings and shows his enormous strength. In both of 

the two media, “blackness” is applied to Kong. In the novelization it is the author who states 

Kong’s blackness as a result of the choice of words being used to describe Kong’s physical 

appearance. In the film it was the director’s choice of using Kong’s darkness as a contrast to 

the light as an effect. As a result it is the director’s esthetical choices that makes it possible for 

the audience to interpret Kong as black in the film, though is never clearly stated.  Another 

important detail to take notice of is the fact that it is through the eyes of Kong that we get the 

description of Ann in the novelization, which indicates that Kong, like the natives, prefers a 

Western ideal of beauty, i.e. the ”[s]hining hair”, and the “petalled cheeks” (74). In the film 
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we are able to see Kong’s fascination with Ann thanks to close ups that are made towards his 

face followed by a close-ups of Ann. Kong’s fascination with Ann is even more detailed in 

the so-called “rape scene” (Woods 80) of the novelization; a scene where Kong starts to 

undress Ann as a result of him being intrigued by the whiteness of her skin: 

Kong squatted down. His hand went first to the foaming hair which he last 

remembered as brightly shining. He pulled it, as though puzzled that a thing could 

be so different, by night, from what it was by day. He fingered it, shook it off, and 

reached out to the inviting whiteness of the shoulder. . . . His hand caught her 

dress and the dress tore in his huge fingers. More whiteness was revealed. Kong 

touched the smooth revelation. He pulled again at the torn dress. Then, holding 

Ann tightly, he began to pluck her clothes away as a chimpanzee might clumsily 

undress a doll. As each garment came free into his hand, he felt it excitedly, 

plainly trying to find some connection between the frail tissue and the whiteness 

he had exposed. (118) 

This scene too provides the reader with the contrast between Kong and Ann, even 

emphasizing the fact that Ann’s “brightness” and whiteness is at its strongest when she is 

completely surrounded by darkness. Another interesting detail in this scene is that the author 

wrote the passage in a way that makes the readers’ gaze becomes parallel with Kong’s. Thus 

the reader is able to take part in Kong’s fascination with Ann and at the same time participate 

in the sexual tension of the scene.  In the film the audience does not participate in the rape 

scene to the same extent. In the film, however, Kong touches Ann, and in combination with 

the music in the background his actions come across as improper. Therefore, in this scene 

Kong is not an animal that is simply examining a new object; he is violating Ann. Thus we 

are presented with what Connell describes as a “fantasy figure of the black rapist”. The black 

rapist had an important role in the United States. Because of the sexual politics during the 
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1930s the “hegemonic masculinity among whites sustains the institutional oppression and 

physical terror that have framed the making of masculinities in black communities” (80).  

This in turn recalls to the stereotype of the coon that chased white women (Bond 65). 

According to society’s conventions in America during the 1930s, this means that Kong should 

not only be publically lynched, he must die at the end of the story in order to be punished for 

his crimes. It is also stated in the film and in the novelization through a dialogue that Ann 

does not care for Kong, or have feelings for him, as she tells Driscoll to “[not] let him touch 

[her] again” (Lovelace 119). However, she does display some kind of understanding that she 

is safer with Kong than on her own as she is an easy prey to the various monsters on the 

island.   

When it comes to the overall treatment of ethnicity in the film and the novelization there are 

several passages and scenes that indicate strong racialized thinking. The first indication of any 

kind of segregation is when one of the crewmembers in the novelization called Lumpy is 

described as “naked as a Sioux” (30) only because he is bare-chested. The half-naked man is 

not described as a pretty sight: “[t]here was nothing, not even an excess of flesh, to keep an 

interested anatomist from counting every one of his hard, thin ribs” (30), indicating that the 

body of a non-white male is unattractive. This scene however is portrayed differently in the 

film. The character of Lumpy has been replaced with a character called Charlie the Chinese 

who is presented about 15 minutes into the film. Charlie is, as the name indicates, from China 

and works as the ship’s cook. Almost instantly it is revealed that Charlie is not born in 

America, and that he distances himself from the Western culture as he states “[s]omeday me 

go back to China. Never see no more potatoes.” (King Kong 1933) Charlie is the only 

crewmember on the ship that has a non-white ethnicity. He is, as Crockrell and Fanon point 

out, unable to speak proper English which causes the character Ann to almost patronise him 

and laugh at him as he says things like “[o]cean very nice when you order weather or some 
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eggs for breakfast” (King Kong 1933). Unlike the other members of the crew he is the only 

one who has a low-status job: while the white crew does the manly job as sailors Charlie is 

working in the kitchen doing a woman’s job.  

 As mentioned earlier, Ann is repeatedly described as an ideal beauty with her golden 

hair and white skin. In the novelization she is even described as girl with “more than a 

beautiful face” (14) during her first encounter with Denham: 

 Large eyes of incredible blueness looked out at him from shadowing lashes; the 

ripe mouth had passion and humor; the lifted chin had courage. Her skin was 

transparently white; and not, Denham decided, because she was so plainly under-

nourished. The marvellous kind of skin belongs with the kind of hair which 

foamed up beneath her shabby hat. This was of pure gold. If Denham had been 

poetical, which he was not, he might have pictured it spun out of sunlight.  

(Lovelace 15) 

Describing Ann as if she was made out of “gold” or “sunlight” gives the reader an indication 

that she has high value, thus the description sets the tone of her being to some extent superior 

to the other characters. Ann shows several instances of racial thinking in the novelization. For 

example, she makes a comment that she is exited to go to an island where they all, including 

herself as a part of the expedition, will be the first white people ever to go ashore (39). By 

emphasizing the fact that they are white Ann indicates that in order to be able to explore a 

new land one will have to be of Western civilization. Ann’s comment can to some extent be 

related to Christopher Columbus’  “discovery” of America and the attitude of explorers who 

have followed in his footsteps, i.e. can a land be “discovered” if people are already living 

there? Only a few pages later, when the crew discuss the natives of the island right before 

they are about to disembark, Ann makes another comment, stating that the natives will 

probably “be as friendly reservation Indians” (48). Her statement do not only conveys an 
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Indian stereotype, it also places the natives of the island in the same category as the Native 

Americans, two ethnic groups that have completely different ideals and cultures but are 

suddenly merged together as one.  

 The masculinity of the two main white male characters of the film and the novelization, 

Carl Denham and Jack Driscoll, matches Kimmel’s description of the so-called Self-Made 

Man, hence the opposite of Kong. The masculinity of Denham and Driscoll corresponds with 

Connelly’s statement about masculinity in the working-class: Denham is a man that had 

created himself a name in the public sphere thanks to his films and well-known expeditions, 

and Driscoll is a man that has had the privilege of seeing the world, as well as reaching the 

position as first mate on a respectable ship. Both of the men have earned their living through 

hard work and reached respectable positions in society.  

 Denham’s main concerns are his film, job and reputation, and he even has a hard time 

seeing things from another man’s perspective. This can for instance be interpreted through 

Denham’s dialogues as they often come off as persuasive due to the fact that they leave no 

room for people to argue against him, making it possible for Denham to get an entire crew to 

leave for an unknown destination on board a ship loaded with weapons and gas bombs that 

are to be used against an unknown target. Because of the tone in Denham’s dialogue, it is 

possible to interpret that he is a man that is used to get what he wants, and that he knows how 

he wants it to be done, making him a charismatic leader of the group that will not take a “no” 

for an answer. We also learn from his dialogues that Denham does not think highly of women, 

something that he has in common with Driscoll, and it is even explained by Denham that the 

only reason why he even includes Ann in his film is to please the audience and to earn more 

money (Lovelace 8). Denham even looks down on men that fall for a “pretty face” (33), 

which according to him causes a man to “[go] soft” (33): 

 “Going soft on me, Jack?” 
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 “You know I’m not.” 

 “Then why all the fuss and blow?” 

 “You know it isn’t for myself. It’s Ann….” 

 “Oh!” Denham grew coolly serious. “So you’ve already gone soft on her. 

Better cut that out, Jack. I’ve got enough on my hands. Don’t pile on a love affair 

to complicate things more.” 

 “Who said anything about a love affair?” Driscoll flushed.  

 “It never fails,” Denham said, looking thoughtfully up towards the crow’s 

nest. “Some big, hard-boiled egg meets up with a pretty face, and bingo! He 

cracks up and melts.” . . . “The Beast was a tough guy, tougher than you or 

anybody ever written about. He could lick the world. But when Beauty came 

along, she got him. When he saw her, he went soft. He forgot his code.” (33-34) 

Denham’s comment on Driscoll’s love life is not made out of good will but out of concerns of 

preventing any possible complications that could endanger his film. Due to the fact that he is 

so focused on his own desires, Denham is sometimes incapable of seeing the consequences of 

his actions, which results in him ignoring people in his surroundings and more or less treating 

them as if they were at his disposal. An example of this kind of dialogue is when Denham 

tells Ann the story of why he always shoots the pictures himself: 

 “We were getting a grand shot of a charging rhino when the cameraman got 

scared and bolted. The fathead! As if I wasn’t right there with a rifle. He didn’t 

trust me to get the rhino before it got him. So I haven’t fooled with cameramen 

since then. I do the trick myself.” (26).  

Denham’s line confirms what other people have said about him at an earlier stage in the 

novelization; that he is a man who will do anything to get the perfect picture, having a 

reputation of being fair as well as reckless (7). In contrast to Denham, Driscoll cares about the 
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people in his care, especially Ann. Another thing that makes the men different from each 

other is how they are able to relate to and communicate with women. Denham has no 

difficulties talking to Ann without feeling discomfort, but Driscoll, unlike Denham, becomes 

nervous and he has a hard time expressing himself while Ann is present. Through Driscoll’s 

dialogues we are told that he is a man who has a clear idea of what is right and wrong. 

However, once he starts to talk to Ann he has a tendency to come across as a misogynist in his 

comments, especially as he states that she does not belong on the ship. There are several 

dialogues of this kind taking place between Driscoll and Ann, for example: 

 “So!” said Driscoll after a little pause. You’re the girl Denham found at the 

last minute.” 

 “An awfully excited one last minute,” Ann smiled. “It is all simply 

bewildering. And I’ve never been on a ship before.” 

 “And I,” replied Driscoll in change of voice which recalled to Ann that he 

could be gruff, “have never been on a ship with a woman before.”  

 “I guess you don’t think much of women on a ship do you?” 

 “Not to make any bones about it, she’s usually a cockeyed pest.” 

 “I’ll try not to be,” Ann said flushing. 

 “You’ve got in the way once, already,” Driscoll reminded her unsparingly. 

“Better stay below.” 

 “What? Not the whole voyage?” Ann cried, and had to laugh. (22-23) 

Driscoll’s incapacity of talking with women makes Ann believe that he does not like her or 

women in general, unlike Denham who is able to tell that Driscoll was about to fall for Ann at 

an early stage of the novelization. This scenario alone corresponds to Mellen’s statement 

about the “complex interaction between man and women” (66) being a form of comic relief in 

the American film, and novels, of the thirties. The harder it is for a man to have a 
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conversation with a woman the more masculine he becomes due to the fact that the woman is 

considered to be something “different”, i.e. a masculine man of the thirties cannot understand 

women at all (Mellen 38). However, despite the fact that Denham disapproves of Driscoll and 

Ann’s love for each other, it is evidently Driscoll’s love for Ann that will make him strive to 

go against all odds just to bring her back safe and sound. 

 When Driscoll initiated a search party for Ann he said that it was his job to rescue Ann, 

and Denham was the one who said that they could do it together (75), confirming Mellen’s 

statement that “[t]he male in American culture had to prove his masculinity, preferably in the 

exclusive company of other men” (52). Later when Driscoll and Denham are separated by a 

ravine Driscoll tells Denham to return to the ship so that he can return with the bombs and 

something that they can use in order to bridge the ravine. Denham says that he feels rotten for 

leaving Driscoll all alone (96), however, due to the fact that this was the only chance for the 

characters to actually succeed in their rescuing mission, Driscoll does not look down on 

Denham for leaving him, and Denham’s masculinity is kept intact. This scene also provides 

the reader with the classical scenario where the hero gets the chance to display his “manly 

virtue of courage” (Kimmel 136), and the achievement of rescuing the lady in distress 

becomes the hero’s alone, which also corresponds to Mellen’s statement about the ideological 

aspect during the time of the Depression. The ideal is a character who “assumes the role of 

stern leader” while “the hero’s achievement must be his alone, never the result of a collective 

effort”, and “the inherent, superior resolve of the few which saves weaker men from their 

mediocrity.” (75)  

 Denham too takes the role of the stern leader when he gets the idea to capture Kong and 

bring him to New York (Lovelace 133), but the capture of Kong itself is not carried out by 

one man; the entire crew of the ship helps out with the capture which is a collective 

achievement. However, the crewmembers are not given the credit for Kong’s captivity and 
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consequently the collective effort is suppressed. During the display of Kong in New York, 

Denham, Driscoll, and Ann give credit to each other for making the show possible. A similar 

shifting in credit happens at the end of the novelization when the aviators kill Kong;  

 “Well!” said the policeman. “That was a sight. I never thought the 

aviators’d get him.” 

 “The aviators didn’t get him,” Denham replied slowly. 

 “What?” 

 “It was Beauty. As always, Beauty killed the Beast.” (156) 

Once again the credit is shifted from the public to an individual achievement, and by saying 

that it is Beauty, i.e. Ann, who killed the Beast, Denham makes Ann the conqueror of Kong – 

the hero of the story. This too corresponds to Mellen’s statement that “[t]he hero’s 

achievement must be his alone” (75), and Kong is even demasculinized even further as he is 

defeated by a white woman. 

 An important aspect when it comes to masculinity is that masculine attributes can be 

applied to a woman in order to make her seem less “weak”.  Through her dialogues Ann often 

comes off as a sweet girl who is willing to do a good job without being a burden to her 

surroundings, and it is essentially in her dialogues with Denham and Driscoll that she comes 

off as more strong-willed and eager to show them what women are capable of, i.e. that not all 

women are the kind who “screams at a mouse and faints at a snake” (Lovelace 15). Ann tries 

to make herself seem more courageous by transferring more masculine features to herself, or 

by making herself “one of the guys”. There are several examples in the novelization that 

reveal Ann’s eagerness to be a part of the crew. One scene in the novelization is when Ann 

states that she feels like an explorer, resulting in a snappy comment from Driscoll: “Let’s 

see,” Driscoll considering, grinning. “An explorer is someone who gets there first. Well, 
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you’re an explorer then, sure enough. You’re the first woman ever to set foot in this crow’s 

nest.” (39) 

 Driscoll’s comment confirms the fact that he does not want her on the ship because a) it 

is considered dangerous for a woman, and b) because of the dangers that they might encounter 

once they reach their destination. Despite the danger Ann continues with her attempts to be a 

part of the crew simply by joining them on the first trip to the island (45). She even tries to 

“push some of [the crew] aside” (53) as she is trying to catch a glimpse of the natives on the 

island, i.e. not wanting any special treatment from the men. However, we are also given 

passages where Ann runs off at the command of Denham just so she can mend a dress that 

was torn (32-33), meaning that if there is a woman nearby let her do a woman’s job.  In the 

end Ann has to rely on Driscoll to come and save her from Kong, both on the island as well as 

in New York, and still she is, thanks to Denham’s final comment, the person who defeated 

Kong. Thus, in order to make Ann a believable heroine, male attributes had to be used to 

describe Ann in order to make her stronger, and to make her something more than Kong’s 

object of desire. 

Conclusion  

It is possible to come to the conclusion that the film and novelization of King Kong indeed 

contains several different aspects of masculinity and ethnicity, which reflects the social 

construction of the American society in the 1930s. It is through the construction of contrast 

made between Kong and the rest of the main white characters that we are able to identify 

Kong as a metaphor of a black male, i.e. an “Other”. Which corresponds Bear’s and 

Schleier’s statements which was mentioned in the introduction of this essay. 

While Denham and Driscoll portray the ideals of masculinity, the Self-Made Man, 

Kong displays the negative traits of masculinity e.g. a violent nature, brutality etc. Out of the 

three main white human characters it is Ann’s whiteness that is emphasized in the 
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novelization, which puts her in a superior hegemonic position, thus she is enable to comment 

on other people’s ethnicity without objections from the rest of the characters in the 

novelization. This however does not happen in the film. In both of the two media it is the 

superior whiteness of Ann that is constantly put into contrast to Kong’s blackness, e.g. while 

Ann is on the island her whiteness is at its peak as a result of her being surrounded by 

darkness with no other white people to be compared to. The same thing goes for Kong while 

he is in New York; both in the film version and in the novelization Kong’s blackness is at its 

peak because there are no other black people that he can be contrasted to. The racialized 

thinking in the text it also expressed through how the natives are being described: a culture 

that indulges itself in human sacrifice and slavery, a culture which Kong is the deity of. 

However, in the film Kong’s ethnicity is not as emphasised in the same literal way as in the 

novelization. In the film version it is easy to miss the fact that Kong’s blackness grows 

stronger in the city due to the fact that no literal contrast is express or made in the film 

between him and the city of New York itself.  

The contrast between Kong and the main white characters of the story tells us that he 

carries the negative masculine traits, hence a negative stereotype of a black male. But in a 

hegemonic black group he is the ideal that everyone tries to achieve. The fact that he in the 

novelization desires a white blond woman also tells us that he is stepping out of line, doing 

something that is considered gravely wrong and inappropriate. In the end Kong must not only 

be lynched but also killed for his crime, a verdict that is similar to what happened to a black 

man who was involved with a white woman in that time period.  

It is also possible to come to the conclusions that Kong’s blackness is not a result of him 

being black from the beginning but the result of how the contrast between Kong and Ann is 

emphasized, the fact that the motion picture expedition identifies Kong as a god of the black 

natives of the island, and finally how Kong in the novelization is constantly described as 
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black. He is also the only black character in the fictional representation of the hegemonic 

white city of New York.  

Evidently, conclusions of this sort could have been made based only on a close reading 

of selected passages of the novelization. However, basing a statement that Kong is black only 

on the film could be problematic for the untrained eye, and for those who are unaware of the 

social climate that existed in America during the time the film was made. It is also possible to 

state that the reason for why Kong’s ethnicity may be overlooked, at least in the film version, 

is because the main focus is that Kong is, to some extent, human – In the novelization he is 

even described as a half-adult human (Lovelace 74) This in turns indicates that he has a level 

of self-awareness that animals lack: he knows he is Kong, he is aware of Ann’s nakedness, 

and he is to some extent aware of how his social status is shifted from being a god of the 

natives to a white man’s slave. Last but not least it is possible to define Kong as black due to 

how his masculinity is altered from being the ideal in a hegemonic black group to the threat in 

a white man’s world.  
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